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About This Game

Good afternoon, Ladies and Gentlemen!

Today we will be exploring the mind of a young roboticist named Nash!
Let's hope we find something entertaining!

NashBored is an RPG taking place in a world of strange, twisted thoughts and demented nightmares.
Follow Nash as she is sent on a perilous journey across the valleys and hills of her own brain!

Are these just simple dreams, or is something darker at play here?

Lead Nash closer to discovering something terrible!

Features

A classic style turn-based RPG.

Awesome Experimental Soundtrack

Discover the truth of what's on Nash's mind

Multiple endings to find
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Traverse bizarre landscapes

Strange Slime Monstrosities to keep you on your toes
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A passable story that is let down by mediocre writing and voice acting, the phrase to describe Face Noir is "has potential". Most
of the puzzes are interesting and make sense, and there are a number of interesting mechanics that were deployed in a relatively
effective manner. Ultimately, the poorly thought out "cliffhanger" ending makes this at best a 3/5 for me.. An excellent game
well worth the asking price if you enjoy quake-like FPS arena shooters. I'm not really into the CS:GO style VR games out right
now, but when I tried this out I felt it was exactly what I was looking for: fast-paced, able to leap large distances, on the fly
weapon upgrades, and in-and-out 10 minute arena matches. The shooting is accurate in VR, the graphics are good, and it has a
great feel to it when you're running and jumping around shooting others, The bots are good enough to play with, but what is
seriously lacking is a playerbase, though I have encountered other players a couple of times. The bots fill the gap between games
with others, but this game will really take off once the playerbase picks up. Bonus points for an active dev and an actually
updating EA game. Highly recommended fast-paced FPS with the hopes that the more people pick this up and get into it, the
better it'll be for everyone.. Wonderfully challenging, interesting graphics and love the game's random generation. Probably best
not to buy it. It's a textbook example of a game design failure; the difficulty is made by having poor controls, and with long
levels and no checkpoints that's more than a minor irritation.. Review after 1st season:
New way how to approach an interactive movie / video / game. A fresh new game mechanic of choosing your own way.
Using other words - two hours of exciting and time to time serious fun, worth it.. Horrible instructions and no tutorial. Why
bother putting it on steam with an english language setting if the game doesn't support it!. Fun and short

+ A lot of Achievements

- No Hentai
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Its very hard game. And now im stuck in 4th floor. Fast paced, quick kill quick death, free exploring.. This game just doesn't
hold my interest and I'm not even sure why, as I've played other games of this type before and enjoyed them. I agree with the
other reviewers who say it becomes boring and pointless very quickly. I suppose if you really like this type of game and you can
get it on sale it might be worth it, as there is nothing technically wrong with it.. Let me start by saying I love Geneforge 1. That
said, this is not as good as Geneforge 1. This is for the simple reason that while playing geneforge 1, everything was a mystery.
Playing Geneforge 2, the player has so much more information than the character he or she is playing. This hurts a lot when
you're playing a story driven game.

Pros:
Still good story writing
Multiple endings
Rewarding multiple playstyles
Leveling system (same as geneforge 1)
You get pet raptors and bigfoots
Lots of play time for your buck
Enjoyable combat system that allows for a lot of strategies.
More factions available than in 1

Cons:
not as good as geneforge 1
Opening music is bad and overall the game could use a better soundtrack
It can be difficult to tell what area you should be safe to progress to until you're dead.

TLDR; not as good as 1 but still worth a play through.

P.S. a note about the publisher I once bought the first game when realarcade was a thing (back in the early 2000s). Back then
they sent a disk and an authentication Code. Well forward to around 2011ish, new computer and i lost the code. I emailed them
saying I bought the game years ago and asked for another code. They sent me a new authentication code within 24 hours with no
additional questions, maybe they had my email on file idk. But that's the kind of publisher i want to support. Thanks Spiderweb
Software. spoczko bo za darmo kurła. Very funny! Addicted to play it, to earn all achievments. What should be not hard. Only
playing... Worth the price, for some funny hours.. I have fond memories of being thrown around on these iconic trains. All the
distinctive noises- the "tish" of the doors, the Gresley Bogies and the "digga, digga, digga, digga" of the compressors made these
trains special.
And absolutely none of these distinctive noises are captured on this add on pack. The train as supplied is virtually silent and fails
to capture the character of these trains. It looks great, but sounds terrible.

Once you get the Armstrong Powerhouse Sound Pack installed however it changes and the train is absolutely superb. But you
shouldn't have to pay \u00a37.99 to buy this Add-on from Steam and then pay \u00a34.99 to Armstrong Powerhouse to make
this train actually any good. Poor show Dovetail, poor show.. is good. game is dead. very sad.. Great game, has some pesky
graphics power requirements for the fog and some of the more interesting lighting but otherwise the game was fun and
fantastical. Loved it like I loved every Unreal game in the Unreal series.. Why I bought a DLC but my can't get Item in game. I
have bought and lost money. Please help me. I'm not good at English. Please
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